Comparison of 128-section single-shot technique with conventional spiral multisection CT for imaging of the temporal bone.
Computed tomography is an essential modality for imaging of the temporal bone. Newest generation scanners allow the coverage of large examination volumes with a single gantry rotation. The objective of this study was to compare a 128-section SST (1 single rotation of the x-ray tube) with conventional spiral MSCT (ultra-high-resolution mode) for imaging of the temporal bone. Fifty-four temporal bones in 27 patients were scanned with both a conventional MSCT and 128-section SST. After blinding and randomization of both examinations, 2 observers assessed the visualization of 38 anatomic structures (eg, various segments of the facial nerve canal, mallear ligaments) by using multiplanar reconstructions in the axial and coronal planes. The differences in evaluation scores obtained for the 2 techniques were analyzed by using a Wilcoxon signed rank test, with a P value of < .05 considered significant. For both methods, imaging time and radiation exposure were noted. Overall visualization of anatomic structures did not differ significantly between the 2 techniques (P > .05). When we compared the anatomic structures separately, there was better visualization of the lateral mallear ligament with MSCT, whereas the cochlear septa were ranked higher with SST (P < .05). Imaging time and average DLP for MSCT were 12.3 seconds and 306 mGy cm, respectively; for SST, values they were 1 second and 64 mGy cm, respectively (ie, a dose reduction of 79%). For imaging of the temporal bone with adequate diagnostic quality, 128-section SST can be used. The main advantages over MSCT are the dramatic reductions of imaging time and radiation exposure, which are particularly important when scanning uncooperative patients or children.